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AutoCAD is a cross-platform, 2D CAD application that runs on Microsoft Windows,
macOS, and Linux. Contents Interface The software can be accessed from the main
menu with File ➜ New, and works in one of two interface views: Drafting or Raster.
The Drafting view displays a 2D (planar) representation of the design model, showing
the dimensions of the drawing area as well as the layer arrangement. The Raster view
presents an image of the design model as a grayscale photograph and allows objects to
be identified based on the contrast of the pixels in their drawing area. In either mode,
the user is able to interact with the design model using familiar graphical commands
such as Select, Pan, Zoom, Orbit, Rotate, Convert, Trim, Transform, and Measuring
tools. When the user selects Design New or Design Open, they are asked to either
create a new file or open an existing file respectively. An existing file is given a pre-
assigned name, which is displayed above the dialog box, and can be modified if
desired. Tabs Upon opening a file, a tab is displayed to the right of the dialog box, with
the drawing enclosed in a tabbed window. Each tab represents a layer, and the user can
move between layers using the tabs or by clicking on an empty area on the screen. The
following tabs are available: • Contextual Layer: This tab is visible whenever the
drawing is open and represents the layout of the physical design. • Sheet Layers: This
tab is visible when the drawing is open and represents the sheets, or physical paper, that
make up the design model. • Sheet Geometry: This tab is visible when the drawing is
open and represents the shape of the sheets in the drawing, usually represented as
polylines or splines. • Sheet Scaling: This tab is visible when the drawing is open and
represents the scaling of the paper that makes up the sheets, usually represented as a
percentage. This tab can be edited or hidden using the Layer button to the right of the
tab, and the preview of the scaling (in percent) is updated to show what the current
scaling is. • Sheet Scaling Properties: This tab is visible when the drawing is open and
represents the properties of the sheets such as orientation and scaling. • Sheet Fillet and
Cap: This tab is visible when the drawing is
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In 2016, with the release of version 2016, the project's code was made open source
under the Apache 2.0 license. History AutoCAD was originally developed by Anthony
Vecchione at the Cambridge Research Laboratory, University of Cambridge (now the
Department of Computer Science, University of Cambridge) on a dedicated high-end
32-bit Unix workstation, which consisted of two 18-inch TFT displays connected to an
Intel Paragon SC/386 (21 MHz) workstation, using the Acorn (later Unisys) code name
RUBY (Release Under Blue Sky). It was originally developed in a special module-
based dialect of Lisp called ChicanELisp, which used a Lisp-based programming
language with a functional-first programming paradigm and a run-time compiled to
native code. This was intended to provide a more stable development environment than
Common Lisp. As it was developed by students and academics, AutoCAD grew up as a
combination of a design tool, a BIM system, and a high-level programming language. It
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was one of the first CAD software packages to offer vector graphics capabilities. The
first release of AutoCAD, "1.0", was announced on December 31, 1989, and was
shipped on July 30, 1990. It was dedicated to the inventor of Lisp, John McCarthy, and
was originally distributed in CD-ROM format. The first free version became available
on September 30, 1991. AutoCAD 2.0, released in 1995, was based on a different Lisp-
based programming language, Common Lisp, now LLVM-based, and incorporated
object-oriented programming into the design environment. This version also
incorporated enhanced functionality in raster graphics (bitmap editing) and imported
Illustrator files. AutoCAD 2.0 was also the first widely available CAD package to be
released with a client-server architecture, and the first to use TCP/IP (as part of the
AutoCAD R13 Technical Preview). AutoCAD R12, released in 2002, allowed direct
access to the CAD database and improved the CMM design tools, enhanced 2D raster
(bitmap) editing, and introduced 2D BIM, or building information modeling.
AutoCAD R12 introduced Autodesk Construction Center and Autodesk Construction
Premium, both free and subscription-based add-ons that added key components to
CAD. These products were designed to fill AutoCAD's void of a building and
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What's New in the AutoCAD?

Changes to Smart Guides in AutoCAD's Drafting Tools: Replacing the current active
graphic with an unclipped graphic (which you can control) The [Hide] button is not
hidden anymore, and the [Show] button toggles between the clipped and unclipped
graphic changes to the tooltips The new hotkeys [ctrl]/[alt]/[shift] hide the
corner/middle/roof of the graphic temporarily when selected. The "i" key and [i]
command cycle through the graphics in the corner/middle/roof. The next/prev button
also cycle through the graphics in the corner/middle/roof. Changes to Dymo "Direct
Markup": Introduce and preview new files with ".dmm" filename extensions directly
from the file explorer. New Sketching and Graphic Styles: Customizing styles,
symbols, and text styles Working with annotations in a document Displaying fill
patterns in a viewport Viewing symbols in a drawing Auto-applying symbols, text
styles, and fill patterns to drawings Using the drawing style in the initial drawing Using
different line weights, line types, and fill patterns in a drawing Using different colors to
annotate objects, groups, and layers Printing symbols and annotations Windows,
Workspaces, and Context Menus: Activate the Windows or Workspaces menu from an
object in the drawing by pressing Ctrl-Alt-Enter Access options for the ribbon and
other commands from a drawing by pressing Ctrl-Shift-T Show the Toolbox from an
object in the drawing by pressing Ctrl-T Select a View from the View menu
Navigation: Use the Esc key to cancel navigation. When a button or tool is activated,
use the Tab key to select the item. Press the Space bar to navigate to the next tool. Use
the Esc key to cancel navigation. (video: 1:12 min.) Additional Help and
Documentation: New Help topics in AutoCAD for Windows Automatically search for
help topics in AutoCAD. Improvements to the online help Advanced features: Visible
when you are using a drill template Reporting and Management: New Report dialog Set
the default location of report files Update
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP/Vista/7 Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3.0 GHz or equivalent
Memory: 512 MB RAM Graphics: 1024x768 resolution DirectX®: 9.0 Hard Drive: 2.4
GB available space Sound: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card Additional Notes:
Keyboard & Mouse: Windows XP, Vista, 7 Using the keyboard to fire weapons is not
possible. Full Keyboard and Mouse control is required to play.
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